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 Market bounces back but still range bound 
 Strong Housing keeps getting stronger and Business Spending climbs 
 Fed research gets it wrong 
 Chart Crime of the week 
 Click here for the full note 

 Last 5d % YTD % 1yr % 
SPX 3363 3.9% 4.1% 13.0% 
QQQ 264.2 5.2% 30.7% 47.2% 
US 10 YR 0.68% 0.68% 1.88% 1.64% 
VIX 26.4% 28.6% 23.2% 12.5% 
Oil 39.85 0.2% -34.1% -25.6% 

     
*10yr and VIX are levels not changes  
** Oil is front month futures, beware  

 

The major indices closed out September with a nice recovery from last week’s softness.  But this just puts us 
back in the middle of their recent trading ranges.  We think this type of choppy trading will continue through the 
election.  With every news or market story being twisted to fit either side’s political bias, the market is struggling 
to get a sustained narrative.  To this end, we think the news flow has been split lately.  The Good:  progress on a 
vaccine, improving economic data, no real increase in virus deaths.  The Bad:  It was just announced that the Fed 
is going to continue to prohibit banks from buying back stock and dividends will be capped.  This was rumored, 
but it will probably reaffirm some fears about the strength of the economy.  And another round of layoffs 
appears to be hitting.  Disney is cutting 28,000 people (they are blaming the California lockdowns and most of 
the layoffs are temporary workers, so it could be a negotiating tactic) and the airlines are teetering on the edge 
of furloughs depending on more stimulus talk (specific to airlines).  We still think the employment situation and 
virus fear are the primary drivers right now. 

Scary headlines are telling us that ICU hospitalization rates are up in Spain (never mind that they are down 
almost everywhere else).  ICU bed usage has risen from 25% to 39%.  As we have pointed out before and is true 
in Spain, typical ICU bed usage is around 70%.  The 39% number is skewed to the downside because of an 
increase in the number of ventilators (and thus a bed can be classified as an ICU bed).  But below is a chart of 
daily deaths in Spain as of yesterday.  Second wave or mild seasonal uptick? 
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 Strong Housing keeps getting stronger and Business Spending climbs 

New Home Sales surged to over a 1mm annual run-rate.  This is the highest number since the deflating of the 
housing bubble 12 years ago.   Inventory of new houses for sale is three months which is down from six months 
pre-virus (worth noting that this data gets skewed to the downside when total sales surge, but overall inventory 
is still dropping on an outright basis, too).  Land, labor, and materials are all being cited as scarce.  The median 
sales price hit a record of $313k (average sales price of $369k).  Interestingly, the contracts for this surge in new 
sales coincided with an uptick in mortgage rates in August (albeit a small one).    The Pending Home Sales Index 
in August hit its highest level in 20 years.  We are still concerned about mortgage delinquencies when 
forbearance wears off…so that is why even this strong segment of the economy hinges on employment.  We are 
long some of the home-related stocks, but these are trades in case the trend changes. 
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Durable Goods Orders fell well short of expectations on the headline number.  But the Core Capital Goods…the 
business spending we care about… edged out its lofty expectations along with a nice revision to the July data.  
The level of output is back to the highs of 2019 and near the top of the 10yr range.  This report was impressive.   

 Both the Dallas Fed Manufacturing Survey and the KC Fed Manufacturing Index showed strength. 
 Jobless Claims of 870k remain in its recent range. 
 Weekly Retail sales increased 2.2%. 
 Consumer Confidence surges back above 100 but still well below 130 pre-virus level. 

Europe seems to be bifurcating just like the US.  Both French and German business optimism have increased for 
the fifth straight month to almost get back to pre-virus levels.  And yet the likes of UK, Spain, Italy, and some 
others are starting to retrench.  This is obviously tied to virus fear. 

 Fed research gets it wrong 

The San Francisco Fed published some research it claims debunks the theory that increased unemployment 
benefits disincentivized the unemployed from seeking new jobs or returning to their old jobs.  The research 
argues that people value stability over instant gratification.  This is ivory tower thinking at its finest.  
Additionally, the study does not consider the instability of these low-income jobs.  Why go back to being a 
dishwasher when that job might not exist in a month or even days?  The changing of lockdown mandates on a 
weekly basis is likely the real cause of people not returning to work…along with the nice 40% pay bump. 

 Chart Crime of the week 

Predicting anything 30 years out is a fool’s errand.  Using as the source a company whose stated goal is to 
eliminate oil production (BP)?  Not as bad as asking Elon Musk for his prediction, but the Wall Street Journal 
knows better. 
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 Quick Hits 
 A reseller of vintage, collectible sneakers has been valued at $1.75b. 
 This year has seen 25 stocks ($100mm minimum market value) rally over 400%.  This is the most 

since the dot.com mania of 2000. 
 The UK govt will not create a budget this year because of the virus. 
 Twitch saw its August “viewership” increase 57% vs last August to reach 1.47 billion hours. 
 Berkeley, California has banned candy from check-out lines. 
 NYC has made outdoor dining in public space permanently legal.   
 NYC winters are still expected to be really cold. 
 The three most popular sports for Gen Z to view (ages 13-23) are NBA, UFC, and esports. 
 A dead man was elected mayor in a small town in Romania. 
 Oldie but goodie:  London BBQ joints can run out of half racks of ribs while still having full racks. 

Trading:  After covering some shorts and adding to some longs the last two weeks, we pretty much let the 
market rally a bit.  It is always tough to trade against momentum, but we do not see the market moving to either 
extreme ahead of the election.  We added back some of the protection that we took off.  We got the added 
bonus of being able to buy cheaper volatility (we bought Puts instead of selling Calls for this reason).  We added 
a new pharma stock to our Alpha portfolio.  Strong earnings and cash flow along with a good balance sheet is 
where we want to be.  We have let some of our short-term momentum trades run a bit despite saying we were 
going to cut them a few weeks ago.  That instinct was wrong, so we are glad we held on for a bit.  We will likely 
trim with more strength.  We will play these the same way we are trading our broad market protection. 
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TSLAQ:  We do not have much to report.  3Q deliveries will be announced any day now.  Expectations are for a 
record number of deliveries, but obviously some of this is from the backlogged 2Q.  We actually do not 
understand why people care about quarterly deliveries.  The bulls say this is not a car company; it is a fill-in-the-
blank company (technology, energy, space, artificial intelligence, battery, mining etc).  It certainly is not valued 
like a car company.  And most bears think it is a bankruptcy in the long run.  Whatever the case, we will be 
happy to add to our small short once these numbers are out.  Part of us wants to add now because we lost an 
opportunity not shorting into Battery Day (we waited until afterwards when it had already deflated a bit).  But 
we will stick to our Tesla guns and not fight pep-rally momentum. 
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The information presented does not involve the rendering of personalized investment, financial, legal or tax 
advice, and it is intended to be general market commentary.  Information presented is believed to be factual 
and up-to-date, but we do not guarantee its accuracy and it should not be regarded as a complete analysis of 
the subjects discussed. All expressions of opinion reflect the judgment of the authors as of the date of 
preparation and are subject to change. Certain information has been provided by third-party sources and, 
although believed to be reliable, it has not been independently verified and its accuracy or completeness cannot 
be guaranteed.  Past performance is not indicative of future results. 


